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The main result of this paper is a strong uniqueness theorem for differential
inequalities of the form |2u(x)||V(x) u(x)|+|W(x) {u(x)|, where V and W are
radial functions in Ln2loc(0) and L
n
loc(0) respectively, and 0 is a connected open sub-
set of Rn. Other results involving other spaces of potentials V and W are proved.
Our method relies on sharp Carleman estimates.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Let 0 be a connected open subset of Rn, and let V, W be functions
on 0. The differential inequality
|2u(x)||V(x) u(x)|+|W(x) {u(x)|, (x # 0) (1.1)
is said to satisfy the unique continuation property if any solution of (1.1)
vanishing in a non-empty open subset of 0 is identically zero. And we say
that (1.1) has the strong unique continuation property if any solution of
(1.1) is identically zero whenever it vanishes of infinite order at a point
of 0.
There is an extensive literature on unique continuation for inequalities of
type (1.1). We refer the reader to ([2, 3, 5, 7, 11]) for more details. Because
of the connection between Carleman estimates and Sobolev inequalities in
Rn, one could conjecture that the unique continuation property holds for
inequality (1.1) if V # Ln2loc(0) and W # L
n
loc(0).
Recently, Wolff [11] gave a positive answer to this question in an even
more general form where the Laplace operator is replaced by a second
order elliptic differential operator with Lipschitz coefficients. But the
analogous problem about strong unique continuation seems to be different,
even for inequalities of type (1.1). The best result (as far as we know!) is
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due to Wolff [10] where W # Lqloc(0) with q=Max(n, (3n&4)2). How-
ever, the last property fails if W # Lnloc(0), n>4, as it is shown by Wolff
[12]. When W=0 the problem is completely solved by Jerison and Kenig
[7] (see also a simpler proof in Jerison [6]).
The main result of the present paper is to give a positive answer to the
previous problem when the potentials V and W are radial functions, i.e. we
prove that the strong unique continuation property holds for inequality
(1.1) if V and W are radial functions in Ln2loc(0) and L
n
loc(0) respectively.
For the convenience of the reader, we first state the following theorem
which establishes the above problem when V and W are radial functions:
Theorem 1.1. Let u be an H 2loc solution of (1.1) in B(0, R0), R0>0, with
V # Ln2loc(B(0, R0)), W # L
n
loc(B(0, R0)) and both radial. Suppose that u
vanishes of infinite order at 0, i.e.,
|
|x|<R
|u| 2 dx=O(RN ), for all N>0 when R  0. (1.2)
Then u#0 in B(0, R1), where R1>0 depends only on W.
Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of the more general theorem:
Theorem 1.2. Let u be an H 2loc solution of (1.1) in B(0, R0), R0>0, with
V and W radial (V(x)=V(r); W(x)=W(r), r=|x| ) and satisfying
|x| 2&n: V # L:loc and |x|
1&n; W # L;loc
for some :, ; # [1, ], (1.3)
with
sup
0<|x|<R0
( |x| |W | )<C0 if ;=. (We can take C0= 12).
Suppose that u vanishes of infinite order at 0, i.e. satisfies (1.2). Then u#0
in B(0, R1), where R1>0 depends only on W.
The case :=;= in Theorem 1.2 was proved independently in [8] by
Pan and Wolff.
The case :=1 deals with the Kato’s class of potentials and this gives a
partial answer to a conjecture by B. Simon concerning unique continuation.
See [3] and [9] for more details.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on a family of Carleman estimates.
Let’s introduce the following notations:
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Let Sn&1 denotes the unit sphere of the Euclidean space Rn, and let H
denotes the Hilbert space L2(Sn&1). We shall denote by ( } , } )H its inner
product and by & }&H the corresponding norm.
For p # [1, ], we set L( p)=Lp(]0, [, r&1 dr; H ) the Banach spaces
of p-integrable functions from ]0, [ to H with respect to the measure
r&1 dr where dr is the Lebesgue measure in ]0, [ .
The norm of L( p) is denoted by & }&L ( p) , i.e. for u # L( p) we set
&u&L ( p)=\|
+
0
&u(r)& pH r
&1 dr+
1p
if p<+. (1.4)
And
&u&L ( p)=sup
r>0
&u(r)&H if p=.
Theorem 1.3. For any #>0 (non-integer), for any p # [1, 2],
q # [2, ], s # [2, ], and for all u # C 0 (R
n"[0]), we have the estimate
C &r&#+22u&L ( p)#12+1q &r&#u&L (q)+&r&#+1{u&L (s) , (1.5)
where r=|x| and C=25(2$)1p&32 with $=dist(#, N).
Remark 1.4. (a) In Theorem 1.2, one can suppose less regularity on
the function u; we can take u sufficiently smooth such that all norms in
Theorem 1.3 make sense.
(b) A slight modification on the proof of Theorem 1.3 in the special
case p=q=s=2 gives C=2, therefore in Theorem 1.2 we can suppose
C0=12 when :=;=. Counterexamples due to Alinhac and Baouendi
[1], and Wolff [12] show that the strong unique continuation fails if C0
is not small.
(c) By using density arguments, Theorem 1.3 remains valid if we take
u to be only an H 2loc function with compact support in R
n "[0].
2. PROOF OF THE RESULTS
In polar coordinates r=|x| # ]0, [ and |=x|x| # Sn&1, the Laplacian
takes the form
2=r&2[(r r)2+(n&2) r r+2|],
where 2| is the LaplaceBeltrami operator on Sn&1.
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Let
4=\n&22 +
2
&2| .
Thus 4 is a first order pseudo-differential operator on Sn&1 it is elliptic,
positive, and self-adjoint operator on H=L2(Sn&1).
Define the operators L+ and L& by
L\=r r+
n&2
2
\4 (2.1)
this gives
r22=L+L&=L&L+ (2.2)
For k # N, let Ek be the space of spherical harmonics of degree k. We recall
that for all k # N, k(k+n&2) is an eigenvalue of &2| and the correspond-
ing eigenspace is Ek . We have also H=k0 Ek .
For #>0 non integer, set
E +# = 
k<#
Ek and E &# = 
k>#
Ek (2.3)
and let 6+# (resp. 6
&
# ) be the orthogonal projector on E
+
# (resp. on E
&
# ).
Since
\n&22 &4+\
n&2
2
+4+=2| ,
then for any k # N, &k is an eigenvalue for the operator ((n&2)2)&4
with Ek as corresponding eigenspace. Thus we have (with $=dist(#, N)):
6+# \#+n&22 &4+$6+# (2.4)
&6&# \#+n&22 &4+$6&# (2.5)
These inequalities are understood in the sense of operators on H.
Lemma 2.1. For any #>0, for any : # [1, 2], ; # [2, ], and for all
u # C 0 (R
n"[0]), we have the estimate
4 &r&#L+u&L (:)(2#)
1+1;&1: &r&#u&L ( ;) (2.6)
where r=|x| , and L+ is given by (2.1).
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Proof. Let r=et, t # ]&, +[ , in these coordinates the operator
L+ takes the form L+=t+(n&22)+4.
For each #>0, define the operator L+# by L
+
# v=e
&#tL+(e#tv) for
v # C 0 (R
n "[0]).
Set I#(t)=2Re t& (L
+
# v({, } ); v({, } ))H d{, v # C

0 (R
n"[0]), t # R. We
get
I#(t)=&v(t, } )&2H+2Re |
t
& \\#+
n&2
2
+4+ v({, } ); v({, } )+H d{
&v(t, } )&2H+2# |
t
&
&v({, } )&2H d{, thanks to the positivity of
n&2
2
+4.
On the other hand, we have
I#(t)2 |
+
&
&L+# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{,
hence
2 |
+
&
&L+# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{
1
2 sup
t
&v(t, } )&2H+# |
+
&
&v(, } )&2H d{.
But for any ;, _ # [2, ] we have
sup
t
&v(t, } )&2H+2# |
+
&
&v({, } )&2H d{
(2#)1;+1_ \|
+
&
&v({, } )& ;H d{+
1;
\|
+
&
&v({, } )&_H d{+
1_
.
This yields
4 |
+
&
&L+# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{
(2#)1;+1_ \|
+
&
&v({, } )& ;H d{+
1;
\|
+
&
&v({, } )&_H d{+
1_
.
by Ho lder’s inequality we get
4 |
+
&
&L+# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{
4 \|
+
&
&L+# v({, } )&
:
H d{+
1:
\|
+
&
&v({, } )&:H d{+
1:
with 1: =1&1:.
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Choosing _=: , we obtain
4 \|
+
&
&L+# v({, } )&
:
H d{+
1:
(2#)1;+1: \|
+
&
&v({, } )& ;H d{+
1;
,
and the result (2.5) follows by taking u=e#tv.
Lemma 2.2. For any #>0 non integer, for any : # [1, 2], ; # [2, ] and
for all u # C 0 (R
n"[0]), we have the estimate
4 &r&#L&u&L (:)(2$)1+1;&1: &r&#u&L ( ;) (2.6)
where r=|x| , $=dist(#, N ) and L& is given by (2.1).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we set r=et, t # ]&, +[ .
Then the operator L& takes the form L&=t+(n&22)&4.
For #>0, non-integer, let L&# =e
&#tL&(e#tv), v # C 0 (R
n"[0]). Set:
J+# (t)=2Re |
t
&
(L&# v({, } ), 6
+
# v({, } ))H d{, t # R.
We get:
J +# (t)=&6
+
# v(t, } )&
2
H+2 |
t
& \\#+
n&2
2
&4+ v({, } ), 6 +# v({, } )+H d{
Using (2.4) we have
2 |
t
& \\#+
n&2
2
&4+ v({, } ), 6 +# v({, } )+H d{2$ |
t
&
&6 +# v({, } )&
2
H d{,
On the other hand, we have
J+# (t)2 |
t
&
&L&# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{,
hence
2 |
t
&
&L&# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{
&6 +# v(t, } )&2H+2$ |
t
&
&6 +# v({, } )&2H d{ (2.7)
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Let
J &# (t)=2Re |
+
t
(L&# v({, } ), &6
&
# v({, } ))H d{.
We obtain:
J &# (t)=&6
&
# v(t, } )&
2
H+2 |
t
& \\#+
n&2
2
&4+ v({, } ), 6&# v({, } )+H d{
By (2.5), one gets
&2 |
+
t \\#+
n&2
2
&4+ v({, } ), 6&# v({, } )+H d{
2$ |
+
t
&6&# v({, } )&
2
H d{
On the other hand, we have
J&# (t)2 |
+
t
&L&# v({, } )&H &v({, } )&H d{
It follows that
2 |
+
t
&L&# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{
&6&# v(t, } )&
2
H+2$ |
+
t
&6&# v({, } )&
2
H d{ (2.8)
By taking the sum of (2.7) and (2.8), we obtain, for all t # R
2 |
+
&
&L&# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{
&v(t, } )&2H+2$ |
+
t
&6&# v({, } )&
2
H d{+2$ |
t
&
&6 +# v({, } )&
2
H d{,
that is
4 |
+
&
&L&# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{sup
t
&v(t, } )&2H+2$ |
+
&
&v({, } )&2H d{
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On the other hand, for any ;, _ # [2, ], we have
sup
t
&v(t, } )&2H+2$ |
+
&
&v({, } )&2H d{
(2$)1;+1_ \|
+
&
&v({, } )& ;H d{+
1;
\|
+
&
&v({, } )&_H d{+
1_
.
This gives
4 |
+
&
&L&# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{
(2$)1;+1_ \|
+
&
&v({, } )& ;H d{+
1;
\|
+
&
&v({, } )&_H d{+
1_
.
Ho lder’s inequality yields
4 |
+
&
&L&# v({, } )&H } &v({, } )&H d{
4 \|
+
&
&L&# v({, } )&:H d{+
1:
\|
+
&
&v({, } )&:H d{+
1:
with 1: =1&1:.
Choosing _=: , we finally obtain
4 \|
+
&
&L&# v({, } )&:H d{+
1:
(2$)1;+1_ \|
+
&
&v({, } )& ;H d{+
1;
The result (2.6) follows by taking v=e&#tu in the last inequality.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. It suffices to show
C1 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)#12+1q &r&#u&L (q) (2.9)
and
C2 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)&r&#+1{u&L (s) (2.10)
with C1=16(2$)1p&32 and C2=9(2$)1p&32.
First, we shall prove (2.9).
We have
&r&#+2 2u&L ( p)=&r&#L&(L+u)&L ( p) ,
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and, by Lemma 2.1 (with :=p and ;=2) we get
4 &r&#L&(L+u)&L ( p)(2$)32&1p &r&#L+u&L (2)
From Lemma 2.2 (with :=2 and ;=q), it follows
4 &r&#L+u&L (2)(2#)12+1q &r&#u&L (q) ,
we obtain then
16(2$)1p&32 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)(2#)12+1q &r&#u&L (q) .
Thus (2.9) is proved.
Let us now prove (2.10). We have
&r&#+2 2u&L ( p)=&r&#L&(L+u)&L ( p) ,
using Lemma 2.2 (with :=p and ;=s), we get
4 &r&#L&(L+u)&L ( p)(2$)1+1s&1p &r&#L+u&L (s)
hence
4 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)(2$)1+1s&1p &r&#L+u&L (s) (2.11)
On the other hand,
&r&#+2 2u&L ( p)=&r&#L+(L&u)&L ( p)
and from Lemma 2.1 (with :=p and ;=s), it follows
4 &r&#L+(L&u)&L ( p)(2#)1+1s&1p &r&#L&u&L (s) ,
that is
4 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)(2#)1+1s&1p &r&#L&u&L (s) . (2.12)
Taking the sum of (2.11) and (2.12), we obtain
8 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)(2#)1+1s&1p &r&#L&u&L (s)
+(2$)1+1s&1p &r&#L+u&L (s) .
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Since 2$1, by taking #>1, we get
8(2$)1p&1s&1 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)
&r&#L&u&L (s)+&r&#L+u&L (s)
 12&r
&#(L++L&)u&L (s)+ 12&r
&#(L+&L&)u&L (s) .
Since (L++L&)u=2(r r+(n&22))u and (L+&L&)u=24u, the last
inequality yields
8(2$)1p&1s&1 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)
"r&# \r r+n&22 + u"L (s)+&r&#4u&L (s)
&r&#(r ru)&L (s)+&r&#4u&L (s)&"n&22 r&#u"L (s) .
But from (2.9), we have for # sufficiently large (for example #>(8(n&2))2)
"n&22 r&#u"L (s)(2$)1p&32 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)
We obtain then
(8(2$)&1s+(2$)&12)(2$)1p&1 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)
" r&# \r r+n&22 + u"L (s)+&r&#4u&L (s) . (2.13)
An easy computation shows that for all u # C 0 (R
n"[0]) we have
r2 &{u(r, } )&2H=&r ru(r, } )&
2
H+&- &2| u(r, } )&2H for all r>0.
&r ru(r, } )&2H+&4u(r, } )&
2
H for all r>0.
Multiplying both sides by r&2# and applying Minkowski’s inequality we get
r&#+1 &{u(r, } )&Hr&# &r ru(r, } )&H+r&# &4u(r, } )&H ,
replacing in (2.13), we find
(8(2$)&1s+(2$)&12)(2$)1p&1 &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)&r&#+1 {u&L (s) .
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Since s2 and 2$1, we have (2$)&12(2$)&1s. It follows then
9(2$)&32+1p &r&#+2 2u&L ( p)&r&#+1 {u&L (s) .
Thus (2.10) is proved.
Before proving Theorem 1.3, we need the following lemma
Lemma 2.3. Let u # H 2loc(R
n) and suppose that u is flat at 0, i.e., satisfies
(1.2). Then u satisfies also
|
|x|<R
|{u| 2 dx=O(RN ), for all N>0 when R  0 (2.14)
and
sup
0<r<R
&u(r, } )&H=O(RN ), for all N>0 when R  0. (2.15)
Proof. For all H 2c(R
n), we have
| |{v| 2 dx\| |2v| 2 dx+
12
\| |v| 2 dx+
12
(2.16)
For all R>0, let . # C 0 (R
n) such that 0.1, .=0 for |x|2R and
.=1 for |x|R. . satisfies then |{.|CR&1 and |2.|CR&2. Applying
inequality (2.16) to v=.u, we get
| |{(.u)| 2 dx\| |2(.u)| 2 dx+
12
\| |.u| 2 dx+
12
Since  |{(.u)|2 dx 12  |x|<R |{u|
2 dx& |x|<2R |u {.|
2 dx, we have then
1
2 |
|x|<R
|{u| 2 dx\| |2(.u)| 2 dx+
12
\||x|<2R |u| 2 dx+
12
+C2R&2 |
|x|<2R
|u| 2 dx
The term ( |2(.u)| 2 dx)12 is bounded by a constant time R&2 for R  0
since u # H 2loc , and the other terms are O(R
N ) for all N>0 by hypothesis.
Thus (2.14) is proved.
Now let us prove (2.15):
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We have for almost all r>0:
2r2n &u(r, } )&2H=Re |
r
0
(\( \nu( \, } )), \nu( \, } ))H d\
=n |
r
0
\2n&1 &u( \, } )&2H d\+2 |
r
0
\n(\u( \, } ), u( \, } ))H d\
n |
|x|<r
|x|n |u| 2 dx
+2 \||x|<r |x| |u| 2 dx+
12
\||x|<r |x| |\u| 2 dx+
12
.
The term ( |x|<r |x| |\u|
2 dx)12 is bounded for r  0 since u # H 2loc , and
the other terms are O(rN ) for all N>0 by hypothesis, this achieves the
proof of Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let u be an H 2loc solution of (1.1) in
B(0, R0)=[x: |x|<R0], R0>0. Suppose that u is flat at 0, i.e., satisfies
(1.2).
Let / # C 0 (B(0, R0)) such that /=1 in B(0, R1), R1>0 to be chosen
later.
For all j1, let .j (x)=.( jx) where . # C(Rn), 0.1, radial and
increasing on |x| such that .(x)=0 if |x|12 and .(x)=1 if |x|1.
Apply Theorem 1.3 to uj=.j /u # H 2c(R
n "[0]) (see Remark 1.4c), with
p # [1, 2] and q, s # [2, ] such that (1p)&(1q)=(1:) and
(1p)&(1s)=(1;). We get then
C &r&#2 2uj &L ( p)#12+1q &r&#uj&L (q)+&r&#+1 {uj&L (s)
where C is given by Theorem 1.3.
For j large enough, we obtain
C \|r<R1 (r
&#+2 &2(.ju)&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
+C \|r>R1 (r
&#+2 &2(/u)&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
#12+1q \|r<R1 (r
&# &.j u&H)q r&1 dr+
1q
+\|r<R1 (r
&#+1 &{(.ju)&H))s r&1 dr+
1s
.
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Leibniz formula gives
2(.j u)=.j 2u+u 2.j+2{u } {.j and {(u.j )=.j {u+u {.j ,
and after replacing in the last inequality one gets
C \|r<R1 (r
&#+2 |.j |&2u&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
+C \|r<R1 (r
&#+2 |2.j |&u&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
+2C \|r<R1 (r
&#+2 |{.j |&{u&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
+C \|r>R1 (r
&#+2 &2(/u)&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
#12+1q \|1<R1 (r
&# &.ju&H )q r&1 dr+
1q
+\|r<R1 (r
&#+1 |.j |&{u&H )s r&1 dr+
1s
&\|r<R1 (r
&#+1 |{.j |&u&H )s r&1 dr+
1s
.
Denote this last inequality by (2.17) and denote I2 , I3 the second and the
third term of left hand side of (2.17) and J3 the third term of its right hand
side.
We shall show that I2 , I3 , J3  0 when j  . Indeed, by definition of .
we have |{.j |C1 j and |2.j |C1 j 2 where C1 is a constant depending
only on the dimension n. We have by Ho lder’s inequality
I2CC1(2 j )#+n2 \|12 j<|x|<1j |u| 2 dx+
12
,
this term tends to 0 when j   (# fixed) since u is flat by hypothesis.
Applying Ho lder’s inequality to I3 , we get
I3CC1(2 j )#+n2&1 \|12 j<|x|<1j |{u| 2 dx+
12
CC1(2 j )#+n2&1 \||x|<1 j |{u| 2 dx+
12
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and by (2.14) of Lemma 2.3 (with R=1j ) the last term  0 when j  ,
(# fixed).
Now let us show that, J3  0 when j  .
We have:
J3C1(2 j )# sup
12 j<r<1j
&r&#+1 u&H
and by (2.15) of Lemma 2.3 this last term tends to 0 when j  , (# fixed).
Thus, when j   the inequality (2.17) becomes
C \|r<R1 (r
&#+2 &2u&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
+C \|rR1 (r
&#+2 &2(/u)&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
#12+1q \|r<R1 (r
&# &u&H )q r&1 dr+
1q
+\|r<R1 (r
&#+1 &{u&H )s r&1 dr+
1s
(notice that .j  1 when j  ).
Since u is a solution of (1.1) we have then &2u&H|V(r)|&u&H+
|W(r)|&{u&H , and by replacing in the last inequality above, we get:
C \|r<R1 (r
&#+2 |V(r)|&u&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
+C \|r<R1 (r
&#+2 W(r)|&{u&H) p r&1 dr+
1p
+C \|rR1 (r
&#+2 &2(/u)&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
#12+1q \|r<R1 (r
&# &u&H )q r&1 dr+
1q
+\|r<R1 (r
&#+1 &{u&H )s r&1 dr+
1s
.
Denote this inequality by (2.18).
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Ho lder’s inequality gives
\|r<R1 (r
&#+2 |V(r)|&u&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
\|r<R1 (r
2&n: |V(r)| ): rn&1 dr+
1:
\|r<R1 (r
&# &u&H )q r&1 dr+
1q
,
and
\|r<R1 (r
&#+2 |W(r)|&{u&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
\|r<R1 (r
1&n; |W(r)| ) ; rn&1 dr+
1;
\|r<R1 (r
&#+1 &{u&H )s r&1 dr+
1s
Since r2&n:V # L:loc and r
1&n;W # L;loc , we have then
N(R1)=\|r<R1 (r
2&n: |V(r)| ): rn&1 dr+
1:
<
and
M(R1)=\|r<R1 (r
1&n; |W(r)| ); rn&1 dr+
1;
<.
Hence it follows from (2.18)
C \|r>R1 (r
&#+2 &2(/u)&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
(#12+1q&CN(R1)) \|1<R1 (r
&# &u&H )q r&1 dr+
1q
+(1&CM(R1 )) \|r<R1 (r
&#+1 &{u&H )s r&1 dr+
1s
Taking # of the form #=k+ 12 , k # N, we have $=dist(#, N)=
1
2 and
C=25.
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If ;<, choose R1 sufficiently small so that 1&CM(R1)0. If ;=
we have by hypothesis CM(R1)1 and then 1&CM(R1)0. Take # large
enough, the last inequality above yields
C \|r>R1 (r
2 &2(/u)&H ) p r&1 dr+
1p
(#12+1q&CN(R1)) \|r<R1 (&u&H )
q r&1 dr+
1q
Letting # tend to infinity we get u=0 in B(0, R1). This achieves the proof
of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 1.2 by taking :=n2 and ;=n.
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